Water and dirt can wreck masonry investments.

Stand up to them.

Stand and deliver
Stand and deliver masonry that shines and endures
with the power of PROSOCO’s other products for
cleaning, protecting and maintaining concrete, brick
and stone.
Sure Klean® new construction cleaners

safely strip excess mortar, job dirt, efflorescence and
other staining from new masonry surfaces.
Sure Klean® restoration cleaners

remove atmospheric dirt, carbon, paint, algae, oxidation, body oil, nicotine staining and more from
many older interior and exterior masonry surfaces.
Weather Seal products

give your vertical and horizontal concrete and
masonry deep, long-lasting protection against salt
attack, water penetration and more.
Defacer Eraser® products

The first name and the last word in
cleaning, protecting and maintaining
your masonry investment.

You don’t have to stand for that. Keep those enemies at bay with
PROSOCO’s Stand Off® products. Let the beauty – and value –
of your masonry endure.
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The value of a stone, ceramic tile or architectural concrete surface
drops with every ground-in bit of grease, grime, food, oil, smoke or
other contaminant that besmudges it. Water penetration, and the
resulting destructive freeze-thaw cycle, can crack, flake and stain
expensive masonry.

Innovative solutions for buildings.™

it’s a fact – rapid removal is the key to stopping graffiti. PROSOCO’s Defacer Eraser® line is the key to
rapid removal. Graffiti practically slides off surfaces
treated with Defacer Eraser® graffiti removers and
protective treatments.

SLX100 Water & Oil Repellent
Great for granite counters and other dense, color-sensitive surfaces, breathable SLX100 keeps out water, oil and food staining
without changing surface appearance.

Clean

Installation is messy and so is life. Don’t stand for them on
your valuable tile, paver and stone surfaces.
All Surface Cleaner
Safely cleans and degreases expensive stone and tile floors,
countertops and just about everything else! This “next
generation” cleaner and degreaser is potent enough for
commercial and industrial use, and flexible enough for
household cleaning inside and out. Comes prediluted, in
concentrate, or in handy towelette wipes.
Enviro Klean® Safety Klean
Quick, easy and safe – that’s how this environmentally
friendly new installation cleaner takes excess mortar and
grout off new stone, tile and paver surfaces. Safety Klean
won’t hurt most metals, and uses no hydrochloric acid.
Grout & Tile Cleaner
Breaks the grip of dried grout smears on newly installed tile,
pavers and stone.
Sure Klean® Fast Acting Stripper
Outmuscles the strongest coatings, including epoxies,
enamels, graffiti, lacquers and more. Rinses simply with hot
or cold water, or steam – indoors or out.
Poultice Powder
Mix this odorless blend of dry, absorbent clays with water
or a recommended cleaner for a custom poultice that draws
contaminants out of polished or porous masonry and stone.

Limestone & Marble Protector
Penetrating, breathable LMP protects limestone & marble
from water, oil and other destructive staining agents. Great for
most masonry, too!

Stone, Tile & Masonry Protector
Low-odor STMP stops stain attack indoors and out. From
orange juice, ketchup or wine on expensive restaurant tile and
stone, to motor oil on concrete garage floors, tough, breathable,
penetrating STMP keeps it from soaking in. Cleanup is easy
with soap and water or Stand Off® Rinseless Cleaner.
Stand Off® Stain Barrier
This economical, easy-to-use, protective treatment guards
inside and outside stone and tile against oil, food and waterborne stains. Maintenance cleaning is fast and easy on surfaces
treated with breathable, invisible Stain Barrier. This low-odor
treatment complies with all known VOC regulations.

Whether the dirt, mess and stains come by the day or the
decade, stand up for cleanliness.

Maintain

Protect

Take a stand against the water, oil, mold and more that’s gunning right now for your tile, paver and stone investments.

Rinseless Cleaner
Ideal for daily maintenance cleaning, Rinseless Cleaner in
concentrate has the horsepower to strip tough wax coatings
& dissolve crusty, built-up soiling. Perfect for cleaning surfaces treated with Stand Off® protective treatments.
Liquid Marble Cleaner
This low-odor, high-powered cleaning gel is perfect for
indoor maintenance or restoration cleaning of polished stone
or glazed tile. Works great outdoors, too.
Oil & Grease Stain Remover
No powders, cleaners or mixers needed. Just pour batterthick Oil & Grease Stain Remover on stained stone, tile or
pavers, and let dry. Remove the dried mixture, and the stains
go with it! Great for pulling oil and food stains out of expensive stone counters and tabletops.

Gloss 'N Guard WB
“The shine that shields” gives your natural stone tiles and
pavers the deep lustrous finish that resists water, dirt, oil, scuffmarks and more! Water-based and VOC-compliant, beautiful,
durable, one-component Gloss ‘N Guard WB improves slipresistance and simplifies maintenance cleaning. Solvent-carried
version also available.
Stone Polish
End etching and staining on expensive countertops and other
interior stone with the rich, protective luster of easy-to-use
Stone Polish. Protects stone against spilled juice, alcohol, food,
and much more.
Color Enhancer
Bring out the color, warmth and richness of interior limestone,
granite, marble and other natural stone. Ideal for stone counters, tabletops and stone and terrazzo floors, VOC-compliant
Color Enhancer helps stone resist damage from water, grease,
oil, spilled food and drink and dirt.

For VOC information on PROSOCO’s protective treatments, see the current applicable product data sheet.

